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Mobile Heartbeat  

Case Study 
 

This case study with Mobile Heartbeat explores the ventures and success of mobile 

applications and iOS deployment within the healthcare industry. It is followed by a short 

informational Q&A with Mobile Heartbeat’s Project Manager, Myles Lutheran. 

 

As in all industries, the efficiency and speed of internal communication is imperative for 

companies in the healthcare sector. As hospitals integrate iOS technology into their 

ecosystem, providing simple and effective solutions for mobile device management has 

become vital.  

 

Mobile Heartbeat is at the forefront of developing mobile IT solutions for hospitals and views 

the gradual movement toward iOS devices as a necessary improvement over the current 

mobile options that are more expensive and lack versatility.  

 

To take advantage of this, Mobile Heartbeat has developed an application that combines the 

features of an electronic health record (EHR) database with the communication capabilities of 

a smartphone. Users have the power to send and receive alerts, text individuals or groups 

within the hospital, and share pertinent information – all in the palm of their hand. Solutions 

like this have become increasingly popular among healthcare providers across the nation 

because of their ability to increase and monitor response time efficiency, provide reliable and 

secure means of information exchange, and simplify current methods of communication. 

 

While Mobile Heartbeat has given physicians the software solution they seek, successful iOS 

implementation must also include compatible hardware. For that reason, Mobile Heartbeat 

looked to PARAT Solutions for a reliable hardware platform to complement their software 

application. PARAT offers organizations deploying large quantities of iOS devices a simple 

and effective way to charge and sync the devices. The PARASYNC Dock serves as the 

iPhone hub in hospitals utilizing Mobile Heartbeat software. Each dock can charge and sync 

up to twenty devices at a time. PARASYNC technology is used by Mobile Heartbeat in their 

Quicklaunch system. Quicklaunch gives users the ability to scan their ID card and choose any 

phone from the PARASYNC dock, at which point that user is automatically logged into the 

phone and their individual data is loaded. 

 

The combination of cutting edge software and dependable, streamlined hardware has paved 

the way for successful implementation of iOS technology across various industries. The 

healthcare sector will continue to benefit from companies such as Mobile Heartbeat and 

PARAT Solutions who create innovative complementary solutions that allow users to quickly 

and cost-effectively integrate new technology.  

 

 

 

 

http://mobileheartbeat.com/solutions/product/quicklaunch/
http://www.paratsolutions.com/parasync.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q4ECE1jFDqQ
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Q&A with Mobile Heartbeat 
 

In what capacity have you incorporated iOS technology in your organization? 

 

iOS technology is at the core of our organization.  We have chosen to implement our 

smartphone-based solution for shared devices via the iOS operating system due to its stability 

and consistency across iOS devices.  Apps developed for iOS consistently transfer from one 

iOS device to another without too much additional development requirements. 

 

What advantages do you feel using iOS devices has given your organization? 

 

The consistency and stability in working with iOS devices has given our organization the 

ability to focus on the development of the features and enhancements to our smartphone 

software rather than the compatibility across devices.   Our product and development teams 

can focus on our customers’ issues and ways to improve their clinical workflow in ways we 

would not be able to if more capacity was required to further support additional platforms. 

 

Why did you choose iOS devices over other mobile technology (Android, Windows, 

etc.)? 

 

Even though we deploy our shared devices on iOS, we currently support both Android and 

iOS since they are the most popular smartphone operating systems for our hospital clientele.  

Some of the factors that we weigh in on when deciding what mobile technology to develop 

and deploy on include: popularity, stability, and usability across different hardware.  At this 

current state in the world of mobile technology we believe that iOS is the best choice give 

these factors. 

 

How many devices do you support? How many users do you support? 

 

Installations vary greatly with regards to devices supported depending on hospital unit size, 

staff on shift, and shift rotation schedules, but a typical unit deploying Mobile Heartbeat 

would have two PARASYNC Docks and anywhere from 30 to 40 devices supporting 

approximately 100 users.  However, deploying shared devices via the PARASYNC solution 

has allowed us to support as many as 150 users per hospital unit. 

 

In addition to iTunes, do you use mobile device management (MDM) software to 

manage the devices and protect the content on them? If yes, please specify. 

 

Mobile Heartbeat has, and continues to enhance its product by adding, built-in deployment 

and security features common to popular MDM software in order to maintain high security 

and encryption standards (i.e. HIPAA).  Additionally, we have built our solution in such a way 

that we can cooperate and effectively implement our technology with hospitals whose policies 

on mobile devices require all devices are provisioned using an MDM type tool. Working in 
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clinical environments, device and data security are extremely important to us. We recommend 

that hospitals use an MDM tool to deploy mobile technologies, including Mobile Heartbeat. 

 

Tell us about your usage patterns. How many times per day are devices used? How 

many individuals use a single device throughout the day?  

. 

After an implementation, the incorporation of Mobile Heartbeat smartphones into a clinician’s 

workflow typically occurs overnight. They use our Quicklaunch system to log into a device 

from the PARASYNC when they first come in for their shift and come back to the 

PARASYNC at the end of their shift to return their device.  Based on the shift pattern of the 

hospital staff, a single iOS device may be used 2-3 times (each time by a new user) in a typical 

day. 

 

How do you store and secure your devices/docks?  

 

We have implemented Mobile Heartbeat at hospitals by simply leaving the Quicklaunch 

system and PARASYNC on a common area table-top, as well as enclosing them in a secure 

locked box such as PARAT’s Security Enclosure.  We see this variation in implementations 

since hospitals, and individual units within hospitals, have different needs and security 

concerns for their Mobile Heartbeat devices. 

 

What attracted you to our PARASYNC Dock relative to other available options?  

 

Mobile Heartbeat chose to implement with PARASYNC Docks due to their ‘table-top’ design 

that complements the efficiencies of deploying mobile devices that our Quicklaunch system 

provides, the protective cases that pair with the dock, availability, and customer service.  After 

much research and due diligence, we decided that PARAT would be a great partner in our 

effort to minimize the stress and confusion of deploying large quantities of shared, 

smartphone-based technologies to hospitals. 

 

Would you recommend this product? If so, why?  

 

Yes.  We have had nothing but positive experiences with the products and customer service 

provided by PARAT throughout our time as a company, taking Mobile Heartbeat from beta 

install at a pilot site hospital to a full product ready to be deployed across large facilities.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.paratsolutions.com/parasync-security.html
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About Mobile Heartbeat 

Mobile Heartbeat improves the quality of patient care by enhancing communications among 

clinicians and providing instant access to critical patient information, alerts, and notifications 

via standard smartphones. Leveraging all of the familiar smartphone text messaging and voice 

features and functionality, hospital clinicians can achieve a new level of mobility and 

communication efficiency, keeping the team connected, informed and patient focused.  For 

more information, please visit: www.mobileheartbeat.com  

 

About PARAT Solutions 

PARAT Solutions develops and manufactures “smart products for mobile computing” which 

secure, store, transport, protect, charge and synchronize multiple iOS devices. 

For more information, please visit: www.paratsolutions.com 

 

http://www.mobileheartbeat.com/
http://www.paratsolutions.com/

